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1. INTRODUCTION 11 IntroductionIn this paper, we consider reaction diusion problems of the formL"u   "2u+ cu = f in 
  IRd; d = 2; 3; (1.1)u = 0 on @
 (1.2)where 
 is a bounded polyhedral domain with an at least Lipschitzian boundary @
 and" 2 (0; 1] is the diusion parameter. In the singularly perturbed case "  1 the solutionsof (1.1), (1.2) are characterized by boundary and/or interior layers of width O(" ln 1"); see[13, 15]. This is caused by the fact that the solution u0 of the algebraic limit equationc(x)u0(x) = f(x) in 
in general cannot satisfy the given boundary condition (1.2) and/or is possibly non-smooth,that means u0 62 W 1;20 (
):For the standard Galerkin nite elementmethod and a recent modication of it (hereafterrefered to as Stabilized Galerkin method), see [12], we try to obtain global discretization errorestimates in the energy norm which are uniformly valid with respect to the full range of ".More precisely, a family of approximations uh, 0 < h  h0, converges uniformly to u in thenorm k  k of order p if ku  uhk  Chpwith a constant C independent of " and the discretization parameter h. Furthermore, it isthe goal of the present paper to resolve the boundary layer, that means the error must below there.We summarize now some previous results on the numerical solution of singularly per-turbed reaction diusion problems in multiple dimensions. Galerkin type nite elementmethods were analyzed mainly for isotropic meshes, that means h1;e=%e = O(1) for "! 0,h ! 0, where h1;e and %e denote the diameter of the nite element e and the diameter ofthe largest inscribed ball in e, respectively. Schatz and Wahlbin [20] analyzed carefully two(and one) dimensional problems. The key results are global and local L1-error estimates.Furthermore, under some regularity assumptions to the data L2-estimates are derived whichare uniformly valid in ". Also the case of rough data is addressed. | Stabilized variantsof the Galerkin method with additional weighted residual terms have been considered forexample by Franca and coworkers in [12]. Whereas the analysis of schemes with piecewiselinear elements is in some sense clear on isotropic meshes [12], this is seemingly not the casefor higher order elements; we will discuss this in Section 4 of the present paper. | In ourformer paper [3] we studied the Galerkin/Least-squares type stabilization for a convectiondiusion reaction model. This approach is not suited to the case of a pure reaction diusionproblem. The optimization of the numerical diusion parameters e leads to e = 0 for alle, that is a pure Galerkin method.We remark that no attempt is made to resolve the layers in the above mentioned papers[12, 20]. A resolution of boundary and interior layers with isotropic elements leads tooverrenement. Anisotropic mesh renement in the sense lim"!+0 h1;e=%e = 1 is muchmore ecient in such thin layers. Previous results concerning the resolution of boundarylayers for the problem under consideration are due to Shishkin [21, 22] in the context ofnite dierence methods in two and three dimensions, due to Blatov [9] in the context ofthe h-version of the nite element method (bilinear elements), and due to Xenophontos [25]for the hp-version of the nite element method, both in two dimensions only. In [9, 21] theauthors used meshes of Bakhvalov type [6], and in [22] similar but simpler Shishkin type
2 1. INTRODUCTIONmeshes. Both types of meshes are isotropic away from layers and anisotropically renedclose to the manifold where the layer is located. The error estimates were derived in themaximum norm [9, 21, 22], see also [19], or in the energy norm [25]. In a recent paper[23], Stynes and O'Riordan derive error estimates in the energy and maximum norm for thediusion-convection-reaction problem on the unit square using the Galerkin method on aShishkin mesh with bilinear nite elements.The key ingredients of the estimates in [9, 21, 22] are pointwise estimates of derivativesof the solution which depend on " and the distance to the boundary. The theory in [9]uses the Butuzov expansion [10] of the solution, see also [14], whereas Shishkin derives adierent representation [22] which suits better for our application, see Subsection 2.2. Theanalysis in [25] relies on certain tensor product representations of the layer terms in thesolution which can be derived in the case c =const., f =const. We remark that the case ofa smooth domain is simpler concerning the analytic properties of the solution. But it needsother ingredients in the numerical treatment, see [7, 8, 25], for example the representationof the domain in a boundary tted coordinate system which is hard in general situations.In this paper, we extend the numerical analysis of Galerkin type nite element methodsto meshes which are anisotropically rened at least in boundary layers. In particular, wederive error estimates in the energy norm for the the two- and three-dimensional cases. Theingredients of this analysis are localized Sobolev norm estimates of the solution with respectto the diusion parameter, and sharp local interpolation error estimates which reect andtake advantage of the anisotropic character of the mesh.The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we consider problem (1.1), (1.2) forthe special case 
 = (0; 1)d: (1.3)The Galerkin nite element method on anisotropically rened meshes is analyzed for piece-wise linear or higher degree shape functions and for dierent assumptions on the solution uof (1.1), (1.2). A numerical test example is given.The analysis of anisotropically rened meshes is based on sharp local estimates of theinterpolation error in the norm of the Sobolev spaces W 1;p(e) as given in [1]. However, forthe analysis of the Stabilized Galerkin method we have to extend these results to normsin W 2;p(e). Thus we shall treat in Section 3 the case of general Sobolev norms Wm;p(:),m = 0; : : : ; k. Moreover, in order to deal with more general domains than (1.3) we willintroduce geometric conditions to the elements such that the anisotropic interpolation errorestimates still hold. In [1], this has been done unsatisfactorily for the three-dimensionalcase.Section 4 is devoted to a careful analysis of the Stabilized Galerkin method for problem(1.1), (1.2), (1.3). First we prove existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution. Thenwe study the nite element error in relation with the choice of the stabilization parameterse. In a short nal section we discuss more general domains.Note that we use the symbol C for a generic positive constant, that means, C may beof dierent value at each occurrence. But C is always independent of the function underconsideration, of the nite element mesh, and particularly of ". On the contrary, someconstants are indexed with a letter for later reference to them.
32 The Galerkin method for the model problem2.1 The setting of the problemWe consider the singularly perturbed elliptic boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2), with thebasic assumptions(H.1) 0 < "  1, c 2 L1(
), f 2 L2(
),(H.2) inf
 c(x)   > 0.With V W 1;20 (
) the variational formulation of this problem readsFind u 2 V; such that BG(u; v) = LG(v) 8v 2 V (2.1)where BG(u; v)  "2(ru;rv)
 + (cu; v)
; (2.2)LG(v)  (f; v)
; (2.3)and ( ; )G denotes the inner product in L2(G), G  
.Let now Th = feg be an admissible triangulation of 
 = Se e, that means, let properties(Th1)  (Th5) of [11] be fullled. For the moment, we do not need a condition on the anglesof the elements. Let Pk(e) be the space of polynomials of maximal degree k  1, denedover e. We introduce the nite element spaceVh  fv 2 V : vje 2 Pk(e) 8e 2 Thg: (2.4)Then the standard Galerkin method (G) of (2.1) is given byFind uh 2 Vh; such that BG(uh; vh) = LG(vh) 8vh 2 Vh: (G)Introduce the usual norms and seminorms in Sobolev spacesWm;p(e),m 2 IN , p 2 [1;1],by kv;Wm;p(e)kp  Xjjm Ze jDvjpdx; jv;Wm;p(e)jp  Xjj=m Ze jDvjpdx;with the usual modication for p =1. Here, we have used a multi-index notation with = (1; : : : ; d); jj = 1 + : : :+ d; D = @1@x11    @d@xdd ;where the numbers i (i = 1; : : : ; d) are non-negative integers. Dene now the energy normjjj  jjj by jjj v jjj2  BG(v; v) = "2jv;W 1;2(
)j2 + kpcv;L2(
)k2: (2.5)Standard analysis gives the following quasi-optimal global energy norm error estimate.Theorem 2.1 Under the assumptions (H.1), (H.2) the estimatejjju  uh jjj  infwh2Vh jjju  wh jjj (2.6)holds for the solution u 2 V of (2.1) and for the solution uh 2 Vh of (G) on an arbitraryadmissible mesh.
4 2. THE GALERKIN METHOD FOR THE MODEL PROBLEM
aa aa aFigure 2.1: Decomposition of the domain 
 = (0; 1)d, d = 2; 3.Using this theorem we can immediately conclude an error estimate for isotropic quasi-uniform meshes, namely jjju  uh jjj  Chk("+ h)ju;W k+1;2(
)j:The drawback is that this estimate is not uniform in " because the seminorm (if it exists)at the right hand side can grow to innity for "! 0.From now on we will simplify the considerations by restricting to the case (1.3), 
 =(0; 1)d, and the concentration on boundary layers. More general domains are discussed inSection 5. For a special treatment of the boundary layer we introduce a domain decomposi-tion of 
 as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The parameter a will be determined later. Each of the3d subdomains is meshed uniformly into nd rectangles/cubes which are then divided into d!simplices each. In every element, d edges can be chosen which are parallel to the d coordinateaxes, respectively. Their lengths are denoted by h1;e; : : : ; hd;e, and we dene the multi-indexnotation he = h11;e   hdd;e. In this way we get d + 1 types of elements, namely isotropicelements in the interior and in the corner subdomains as well as anisotropic elements nearedges and faces.Introduce the Lagrangian interpolation operator I(k)h : C(
)! Vh. Then it was provedin [1] that the interpolation error can be estimated byjv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xjj=k+1 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp; m = 0; 1; (2.7)provided that d = 2 or k > m or p > 2. This estimate holds under geometrical conditions onthe element e, see also Subsections 3.2 and 3.4, which are obviously satised for our specialmesh.The aim is now to use (2.7) for an estimation of jjju I(k)h u jjj in order to get via Theorem2.1 an error bound of jjju uh jjj for an appropriate choice of the parameter a. To obtain an"-uniform estimate it is necessary to have information on the local behaviour of the exactsolution u. We will discuss this in a separate subsection.2.2 Behaviour of the exact solutionConsider rst the two-dimensional case. In order to describe the solution we denote by  `,` = 1; : : : ; 4, the edges of 
, that means @
 = S4̀=1  `. Let  `;m   ` \  m, `;m = 1; : : : ; 4,m > `, be (if not empty) the corners of 
. Following [22] one can split the solution u as
2.2 Behaviour of the exact solution 5follows: u = U + 4X̀=1 V` + 4X`;m=1m>` V`;m (2.8)where U is the \regular part", and V`, V`;m denote the boundary layer parts with respect tothe edges  ` and the corners  `;m.For the description of the properties of the functions introduce the following boundarytted Cartesian coordinate systems. Relative to the edges  `, ` = 1; : : : ; 4, denote byx1;`; x2;` a coordinate system with x2;`  dist(x; `), for each corner  `;m, `;m = 1; : : : ; 4,m > `, introduce x1;`;m; x2;`;m with x1;`;m  dist(x; `) and x2;`;m  dist(x; m). D is tounderstand with respect to the corresponding coordinate system.Theorem 2.2 If the data are suciently smooth, c; f 2 Cs(
), s > 5, and if certaincompatibility conditions on the data are satised, then the estimatesjDU(x)j  M 1 + "2 jj (2.9)jDV`(x)j  M "1 jj + " 2 e 0x2;`=" (2.10)jDV`;m(x)j  M" jj mins=1;2 e 0xs;`;m=" (2.11)hold for jj  3, `;m = 1; : : : ; 4, m > `, and for any 0 2 (0; ); for  see (H.2).Proof See [22, pp. 63{68]. 2Corollary 2.3 Denote 
1  (a; 1   a)  (a; 1   a), 
2  (a; 1   a)  (0; a), and 
3 (0; a)  (0; a), and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 be true. Then for 2  jj  3 theestimateskDu;L2(
1)k2  C"2(2 jj) q if a  3 q2 "0 ln 1" ; q  0; (2.12)kDu;L2(
2)k2  C"1 q "1 jj + " 22 if a  2 q2 "0 ln 1" ; q  0; (2.13)kDu;L2(
3)k2  Ca"1 2jj 8a 2 0; 12 (2.14)hold. All other cases of our domain decomposition are equivalent to one of the given cases.Proof The assertion is proved by integration using the splitting (2.8) and the pointwiseestimates of Theorem 2.2. 2The three-dimensional case is considered by analogy. Here,  `, ` = 1; : : : ; 6, are the facesof 
,  `;m   ` \  m, `;m = 1; : : : ; 6, m > `, are (if not empty) the edges, and  `;m;n  ` \  m \  n, `;m; n = 1; : : : ; 6, n > m > `, are (if not empty) the corners of 
. Relativeto the faces  `, ` = 1; : : : ; 6, denote by x1;`; x2;`; x3;` a Cartesian coordinate system withx3;`  dist(x; `), for each edge  `;m, `;m = 1; : : : ; 6, m > `, introduce x1;`;m; x2;`;m; x3;`;mwith x2;`;m  dist(x; `) and x3;`;m  dist(x; m), and for each corner  `;m;n, `;m; n =1; : : : ; 6, n > m > `, introduce x1;`;m;n; x2;`;m;n; x3;`;m;n with x1;`;m;n  dist(x; `), x2;`;m;n dist(x; m), and x3;`;m;n  dist(x; n). Using the representationu = U + X̀V` + X̀;m V`;m + X`;m;n V`;m;n (2.15)we have the following pointwise estimate.
6 2. THE GALERKIN METHOD FOR THE MODEL PROBLEMTheorem 2.4 If the data are suciently smooth, c; f 2 Cs(
), s > 5, and if certaincompatibility conditions on the data are satised, then the estimatesjDU(x)j  M 1 + "2 jj (2.16)jDV`(x)j  M "1 jj + " 3 e 0x3;`=" (2.17)jDV`;m(x)j  M "1 jj + " (2+3)mins=2;3 e 0xs;`;m=" (2.18)jDV`;m;n(x)j  M" jj mins=1;2;3 e 0xs;`;m;n=" (2.19)hold for jj  3, `;m; n = 1; : : : ; 6, n > m > `, and for any 0 2 (0; ); for  see (H.2).Proof See [22, pp. 63{68]. 2The Sobolev norm estimates will be needed in spaces W k+1;p(
), p  2.Corollary 2.5 By analogy to Corollary 2.3 denote 
1  (a; 1 a)3, 
2  (a; 1 a)2(0; a),
3  (a; 1  a) (0; a)2, and 
4  (0; a)3, and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 be true.Then for 2  jj  3 the estimateskDu;Lp(
1)kp  C"p(2 jj) q if a  2p 1 qp "0 ln 1" ; q  0; (2.20)kDu;Lp(
2)kp  C" "1 jj + " 3p if a  "0 ln 1" ; (2.21)kDu;Lp(
3)kp  Ca" "1 jj + " (2+3)p if a  "0 ln 1" ; (2.22)kDu;Lp(
4)kp  Ca2"1 pjj 8a 2 0; 12 (2.23)hold. The estimation in each other subdomain is equivalent to one of the given cases.Proof By integration. 2As to the knowledge of the authors, the results in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 are (apart fromthe results in [14] for the Butuzov expansion, compare Section 1) the only available localestimates of single partial derivatives of the solution. Possibly, they are pessimistic. Or itmay happen that under some more compatibility conditions to the data less restrictive localestimates may be proven.Remark 2.1 In [22, pp. 15{18], the case of a smooth domain is considered. The con-sequence is that the terms V`;m and V`;m;n do not occur in (2.8) and (2.15), respectively.Moreover, the term "1 jj does not occur in (2.10) and (2.17). The estimate isjDu(x)j M 1 + "2 jj + " de 0dist(x;@
)=" :This led us to the conjecture that the term "1 jj could be omitted in the estimate of V`(x)if the right hand side satises certain conditions in the neighbourhood of the non-smoothpart of the boundary. The estimates (2.10) and (2.17) are then replaced byjDV`(x)j M" de 0xd;`=": (2.24)This assumption is similar to a result in [14, p. 407] where the case c =const., 
 = ( 1; 1)2,was considered and compatibility conditions were extensively investigated.This assumption (2.24) improves the Sobolev norm estimates. For d = 2; 3, we getkDu;Lp(
2)kp  C a"p(2 jj)+ "1 pd if a  2p 1p "0 ln 1" : (2.25)We will discuss in the next subsection that this assumption enhances the error estimatesconsiderably.
2.3 Finite element error estimates 7Remark 2.2 For nite elements of degree k we have to consider jj = k+1 in Corollaries 2.3and 2.5. First we remark that the cases jj  4 are excluded. We can only assume that theassertions are valid also for higher derivatives. But the drawback for jj = k+1  3 is thateven tangential derivatives degenerate strongly for "! 0. For the smooth part U we obtainjDU(x)j M"1 k, and in (2.18) we get for the tangential derivatives jD(k+1;0;0)V`;m(x)j M" k close to the edges, which leads to error estimates which are severely non-uniform in". In Theorem 2.8 we will consider instead of (2.9) and (2.16) the stronger conditionjDU(x)j M (2.26)and in place of (2.18) we will assumejDV`;m(x)j M" (2+3) mins=2;3 e 0xs;`;m=" (2.27)Together with (2.24) we obtain in the three dimensional case for jj  2kDu;L2(
1)k2  C if a  2jj 12 "0 ln 1" ; (2.28)kDu;L2(
2)k2  C("1 2d + a) if a  2jj 12 "0 ln 1" ; (2.29)kDu;L2(
3)k2  C(a"1 2(2+3) + a2) if a  2jj 12 "0 ln 1" ; (2.30)kDu;L2(
4)k2  Ca2"1 2jj 8a 2 0; 12 : (2.31)In two dimensions, (2.28) and (2.29) hold then together with (2.14).To show that the set of problems with such assumptions is not empty, consider "2u+ u = (x1) sin x2 + (x2) sinx1 in 
 = (0; 1)2;u = 0 on @
;(:) is an arbitrary, suciently smooth function. The solution of this problem isu(x1; x2) = v(x1) sin x2 + v(x2) sinx1where v is the solution of the one dimensional problem "2v00 + (1 + "22) v =  in (0; 1);v(0) = v(1) = 0:The splitting is U = 0, V`;m = 0, `;m = 1; : : : ; 4, m > `, V1 + V3 = v(x2) sinx1, V2 + V4 =v(x1) sin x2. The example can be extended to the three dimensional case in the obviousway.2.3 Finite element error estimatesUsing Theorem 2.1, the anisotropic local interpolation error estimate (2.7), and the localizedSobolev norm estimates of the solution u from Subsection 2.2, we can derive estimates forthe energy norm of the nite element error. Consider rst the two-dimensional case (d = 2)and linear elements (k = 1) and remember thath1;e = h2;e = (1   2a)h in 
1;h1;e = (1   2a)h; h2;e = ah in 
2;h1;e = h2;e = ah in 
3: (2.32)
8 2. THE GALERKIN METHOD FOR THE MODEL PROBLEMTheorem 2.6 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 be valid. For d = 2, k = 1, any 0 2(0; ), a = a0 "0 ln 1" , a0  1, the estimatejjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2 ln 1" + " 1=2h (2.33)holds. If we assume that (2.24) holds instead of (2.10) then the estimate improves tojjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2 ln 1" + h (2.34)if a0  32 . For  see (H.2).Proof Because of d = 2 we obtain from (2.5) and (2.7)jjju  I(1)h u jjj2e  kc;L1(e)kku  I(1)h u;L2(e)k2 + "2ju  I(1)h u;W 1;2(e)j2 C Xjj=1 Xjj=1(h2(+) + "2h2)kD+u;L2(e)k2:Using (2.32) and Corollary 2.3 we getjjju  I(1)h u jjj2
1  C(h4 + "2h2)" 1 = Ch2("+ " 1h2);jjju  I(1)h u jjj2
2  C[(h4+ "2h2)" 1 + (a2h4 + "2ah2)" 1 + (a4h4 + "2a2h2)" 3] Ch2 "(ln 1")2 + " 1h2 ;jjju  I(1)h u jjj2
3  C(a4h4 + "2a2h2)" 3a Ch2 "2(ln 1" )3 + "2(ln 1" )5h2 :Because all other subdomains of 
 are equivalent to one of these cases we concludejjju  uh jjj2  jjju  I(1)h u jjj2  Ch2 "(ln 1" )2 + " 1h2 :In the case of Remark 2.1 we obtainjjju  I(1)h u jjj2
2  C[(h4 + "2h2)("+ a) + (a2h4 + "2ah2)" 1 + (a4h4 + "2a2h2)" 3] Ch2 "(ln 1" )2 + "(ln 1" )4h2 :To eliminate the negative power of " in the case 
1 we use (2.12) with q = 0:jjju  I(1)h u jjj2
1  C(h4 + "2h2):The assertion follows with the same arguments as above. 2Remark 2.3 By following the proof one can observe that a can be increased while keepingthe approximation order. We get for "0 ln 1"  a  C"1=2 the estimate jjju  uh jjj  Ch(1 +" 1=2h), and under the assumption made in Remark 2.1 we obtain jjju uh jjj  Ch(h+"1=4)if 32 "0 ln 1"  a  C"3=4. Note that the dependence on " is then less favourable.The three-dimensional case can be treated with similar arguments. The main dierenceis that the local interpolation error estimate (2.7) does not hold for m = k = 1, p = 2. Wecircumvent this problem by using some p > 2. As introduced in Subsection 2.1 we seth1;e = h2;e = h3;e = (1  2a)h in 
1;h1;e = h2;e = (1  2a)h; h3;e = ah in 
2;h1;e = (1   2a)h; h2;e = h3;e = ah in 
3;h1;e = h2;e = h3;e = ah in 
4: (2.35)
2.3 Finite element error estimates 9Theorem 2.7 Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 be valid. For d = 3, k = 1, some xedp > 2, any 0 2 (0; ) a = a0 "0 ln 1" , a0  1, the estimatejjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2(ln 1")3=2 1=p + " 1=2h (2.36)holds. If we assume that (2.24) holds instead of (2.17) then the estimate improves tojjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2(ln 1")3=2 1=p + h ;if a0  32 arbitrary. For  see (H.2).Proof In 
1 and 
4 we have isotropic elements. Thus there hold with (2.35) the relationsjjju  I(1)h u jjj2
1  C(h4 + "2h2)" 3+2a1 ; a1  minf3; 2a0g; (2.37)jjju  I(1)h u jjj2
4  C(a4h4 + "2a2h2)" 3a2 Ch2 "3(ln 1")4 + "3(ln 1" )6h2 : (2.38)For 




i)1 2=p"2ju  I(1)h u;W 1;p(
i)j2 C Xjj=1 Xjj=1h2(+)kD+u;L2(
i)k2 ++(meas
i)1 2=p"2 Xjj=1 Xjj=1h2kD+u;Lp(
i)k2:Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. Using (2.35) and Corollary 2.5 we getjjju  I(1)h u jjj2
2  C(h4" 1 + a4h4" 3) + Ca1 2=p"2(" 2+2=ph2 + " 4+2=pa2h2) Ch4(" 1 + a4" 3) + Ch2(a1 2=p"2=p + a3 2=p" 2+2=p) Ch2 "(ln 1")3 2=p + h2" 1jjju  I(1)h u jjj2
3  C(h4a" 1 + a4h4a" 3) ++Ca2(1 2=p)"2(" 2+2=pa2=ph2 + " 4+2=pa2+2=ph2) Ch4(a" 1 + a5" 3) + Ch2(a2 2=p"2=p + a4 2=p" 2+2=p) Ch2 "2(ln 1" )4 2=p + h2 ln 1" : (2.39)Thus for a0  1 jjju  I(1)h u jjj2  Ch2 "(ln 1")3 2=p + " 1h2 :With (2.25) instead of (2.21) we obtainjjju  I(1)h u jjj2
2  C[h4(a+ ") + a2h4" 1 + a4h4" 3] ++Ca1 2=p"2[h2(a+ ")2=p + " 2+2=ph2 + " 4+2=pa2h2] Ch4(a+ a2" 1 + a4" 3) + Ch2(a"2 + a1 2=p"2=p + a3 2=p" 2+2=p) Ch2 "(ln 1" )3 2=p + "(ln 1")4h2 :Together with (2.37) (a0  32), (2.38) and (2.39) we conclude the second part of the assertion.2
10 2. THE GALERKIN METHOD FOR THE MODEL PROBLEMRemark 2.4 Again, a can be increased while keeping the approximation order. We getfor "0 ln 1"  a  C"(2 2=p)=(3 2=p) the estimate jjju   uh jjj  Ch(1 + " 1=2h). Under theassumption made in Remark 2.1 we obtain in the case of a = "s, 0 < s < 1, an estimatewith a negative power of " as well.Consider now shape functions of degree k  2. In the case of assumptions as in Theorems2.2 and 2.4 the situation is unsatisfactory: We obtain estimates not better thanjjju  uh jjj  Chk("+ h)"1 kalready because of the estimates (2.9) and (2.20) in the domain 
1 without layers. How-ever, we get error estimates uniform with respect to " for k  2 in the case of the strongassumptions discussed in Remark 2.2.Theorem 2.8 For d = 2 assume that the exact solution of (1.1), (1.2) satises the assump-tions (2.8), (2.11), (2.24), and (2.26). For d = 3 assume (2.8), (2.19), (2.24), (2.26), and(2.27). Then the error of the Galerkin nite element solution satisesjjju  uh jjj  Chk(h+ "1=(2k+2)) (2.40)if 2k+12 "0 ln 1"  a  "(2k+1)=(2k+2), k  2. In the special case a = a0 "0 ln 1" , a0  2k+12 , theestimate can be sharpened tojjju  uh jjj  Chk "1=2(ln 1" )k + h : (2.41)Proof For k  2 we obtain from (2.5) and (2.7) the estimatejjju  I(k)h u jjj2e  C Xjj=k Xjj=1h2(+)e + "2h2e  kD+u;Lp(e)k2in both the two and the three dimensional case.In the two dimensional case we use (2.32) and the Sobolev norm estimates (2.14), (2.28),and (2.29) and obtainjjju  I(k)h u jjj2
1  Ch2k("2 + h2) for a  32 "0 ln 1" ;jjju  I(k)h u jjj2
2  C Xjj=k Xjj=1 a2(2+2)h2(k+1) + "2a22h2k "1 2(2+2) + a Ch2k a2(k+1)"1 2(k+1)h2 + a2k"1 2k Ch2k "1=(k+1) + h2 for a  "(2k+1)=(2k+2);jjju  I(k)h u jjj2
3  C(ah)2k "2 + (ah)2 a"1 2(k+1)= Ch2k "1 2ka1+2k + " 1 2ka3+2kh2 Ch2k "4=(2k+3)+ h2 for a  "(2k+1)=(2k+3):Thus (2.40) holds.In the three dimensional case we apply (2.35) and the Sobolev norm estimates (2.28){(2.31) and obtainjjju  I(k)h u jjj2
1  Ch2k("2 + h2) for a  32 "0 ln 1" ;jjju  I(k)h u jjj2
2  C Xjj=k Xjj=1 a2(3+3)h2(k+1) + "2a23h2k "1 2(3+3) + a
2.4 Numerical test 11 Ch2k "1=(k+1) + h2 for a  "(2k+1)=(2k+2);jjju  I(k)h u jjj2
3  C Xjj=k Xjj=1a2(2+3+2+3)h2(k+1) + "2a2(2+3)h2k a"1 2(2+3+2+3) + a2 Ch2k a1+2(k+1)"1 2(k+1)h2 + a1+2k"1 2k Ch2k "4=(2k+3) + h2 for a  "(2k+1)=(2k+3);jjju  I(k)h u jjj2
4  C(ah)2k "2 + (ah)2 a2"1 2(k+1)= Ch2k "1 2ka2+2k + " 1 2ka4+2kh2 Ch2k "3=(k+2) + h2 for a  "(2k+1)=(2k+4):With these estimates (2.40) is concluded. By setting a = O(" ln 1") in these estimates weget (2.41). 2Concluding this subsection we can state that the three dierently strong assumptionsin Subsection 2.2 lead to dierent error estimates. The weakest assumptions were coveredby Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. In this case we get for linear elements and a = "0 ln 1" the errorestimate jjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2  + " 1=2h ; > 0 arbitrarily small. For the slightly stronger assumptions discussed in Remark 2.1 andwith a = 32 "0 ln 1" we obtain for linear elementsjjju  uh jjj  Ch "1=2  + h :For elements of higher degree k  2 we need still stronger assumptions as introduced inRemark 2.2 to obtain jjju  uh jjj  Chk "1=2  + h :All these estimates hold for d = 2; 3, and the number of elements is of the order h dindependent of ".2.4 Numerical testAs an example we took the boundary value problem from [20, Example 11.3]: "2u+ u = 0 in 
 = (0; 1)2;u = e x1=" + e x2=" on @
:Actually the inhomogeneity is in the boundary condition but not in the dierential equation.However, it was the only problem with known exact solution we found calculated by otherauthors.The problem has a boundary layer only at M = fx 2 @
 : x1 = 0 _ x2 = 0g. Thereforewe use a domain decomposition into four rectangles (0; a)2, (0; a) (a; 1), (a; 1) (0; a), and(a; 1)2. The rectangles were uniformly hierarchically rened as described in Subsection 2.1,see Figure 2.2.In order to investigate the inuence of anisotropic mesh renement on the approximationwe varied the mesh size h and computed numerical solutions for dierent values of " anda. From them we calculated the energy norm jjju   uh jjj of the nite element error by anumerical integration formula which was determined such that the integration error wasindependent of h (but dependent on u(") and a). The error is given in Tables 2.1{2.4.
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aFigure 2.2: Anisotropically rened mesh for the numerical test, h = 14.h 1 " = 10 1 " = 10 3 " = 10 54 0.114 e 0 0.278 e 0 0.282 e 08 0.570 e 1 0.189 e 0 0.195 e 016 0.285 e 1 0.128 e 0 0.136 e 032 0.143 e 1 0.856 e 1 0.955 e 164 0.713 e 2 0.543 e 1 0.674 e 1Table 2.1: Error norm for a = 0:5. h 1 " = 10 1 " = 10 3 " = 10 54 0.747 e 1 0.894 e 2 0.130 e 28 0.387 e 1 0.518 e 2 0.657 e 316 0.196 e 1 0.362 e 2 0.330 e 332 0.980 e 2 0.298 e 2 0.167 e 364 0.490 e 2 0.256 e 2 0.877 e 4Table 2.2: Error norm for a = " log10 1" .h 1 " = 10 1 " = 10 3 " = 10 54 0.511 e 1 0.134 e 1 0.218 e 28 0.257 e 1 0.681 e 2 0.112 e 216 0.129 e 1 0.342 e 2 0.568 e 332 0.644 e 2 0.171 e 2 0.285 e 364 0.322 e 2 0.864 e 3 0.143 e 3Table 2.3: Error norm for a = 2" log10 1" . h 1 " = 10 1 " = 10 3 " = 10 54 0.912 e 1 0.257 e 1 0.395 e 28 0.456 e 1 0.134 e 2 0.217 e 216 0.228 e 1 0.680 e 2 0.112 e 332 0.114 e 1 0.342 e 2 0.568 e 364 0.571 e 2 0.171 e 2 0.285 e 3Table 2.4: Error norm for a = 4" log10 1" .h 1 " = 10 1 " = 10 3 " = 10 54 0.162 e 0 0.141 e 0 0.138 e 08 0.813 e 1 0.718 e 1 0.708 e 116 0.408 e 1 0.360 e 1 0.359 e 132 0.204 e 1 0.180 e 1 0.180 e 164 0.102 e 1 0.911 e 2 0.904 e 2Table 2.5: Scaled error norm jjju  uh jjj=("1=2 log10 1" ) for a = 2" log10 1" .
13h2;e h1;eEeh3;eh1;eEeh2;e Figure 3.1: Element related mesh sizes.In Table 2.1 the error is displayed when a quasiuniform mesh is used. We see a goodasymptotics of the error in the case of a large value of ", but the error is far from thisasymptotics in case of small ". We remark that the values for " = 10 5 may be incorrectbecause the numerical integration may not have resolved the layer correctly.In the case of a = O(" ln 1") we obtain the expected order of the approximation errorfor small " as well. Moreover, we validate the theoretical statement (2.34) that the erroris diminishing with decreasing ", see Table 2.5. (The term Ch2 is neglected.) ComparingTables 2.2{2.4 we can see the inuence of the linear scaling of a by the parameter a0. If a0 ischosen too large or too small then the error is increasing. From this test we can conjecturethat the optimal a0 is dependent on " in a nonlinear manner.3 Anisotropic local interpolation error estimates3.1 Current stateConsider an anisotropic simplicial element e  IRd, d = 2; 3, with sizes h1;e; : : : ; hd;e, asintroduced in Figure 3.1. Moreover, we introduce the usual Lagrangian interpolation op-erator I(k)h : C(e) ! Pk(e), where Pk is again the space of polynomials of maximal degreek  1. C(e) is the set of all functions which are continuous in e. It was proved in [1] that,under certain conditions to the geometry as discussed below, the interpolation error can beestimated by jv   I(k)h v;W 1;p(e)jp  C Xjj=k hpe jDv;W 1;p(e)jp (3.1)provided that d = 2 or k > 1 or p > 2. For our application in Section 4 we need anestimate of the interpolation error in W 2;p(e). Thus we shall generalize (3.1) and prove form = 0; : : : ; k jv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xjj=k+1 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp; (3.2)which holds if d = 2 or m < k or p > 2.In [1], the assumptions on the geometry of the element were formulated in two dimensionsby the following two conditions:Maximal angle condition (2D): There is a constant  <  (independent of h and e 2Th) such that the maximal interior angle e of any element e is bounded by  : e  :Coordinate system condition (2D): The angle  e between the longest side of the ele-ment e and the x1-axis is bounded by j sin ej  Ch2;e=h1;e:
14 3. ANISOTROPIC LOCAL INTERPOLATION ERROR ESTIMATESThe 3D-counterpart of the maximal angle condition was formulated in [1, page 290] ratherabstract and with a misprint. It reads correctly:mini=1;:::;3 maxj=1;:::;6 j(bj; ei)j  C0 > 0;where ei (i = 1; : : : ; 3) denotes the i-th unit vector of the coordinate system and bj (j =1; : : : ; 6) are the directions of edges of the simplex e. The 3D-counterpart of the coordinatesystem condition was not elaborated at all. Because this is very unsatisfactory, we formulatehere 3D-versions of these two conditions in a geometric way as in the two-dimensional case,see Section 3.3.3.2 Estimates on the reference elementFor the proof of the error estimates we proceed in the usual way: (1) transformation ofthe left-hand side to some reference element ê, (2) estimation of the error on the referenceelement ê, (3) transformation of the right-hand side to the element e. We recall that thetransformation is done to get estimates with powers of h and a constant which is independentof the actual element. Hence, we can also use a nite number of reference elements. Thechoice of appropriate elements ê is discussed in Subsection 3.3. Each reference element hasthe following property (P). We will use it in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (error estimation onê).Property (P) For each axis of the coordinate system (y1; : : : ; yd) there is one edge ofê  IRd, d = 2; 3, that has length one and is parallel to this axis.Theorem 3.1 Let ê  IRd, d = 2; 3, be a reference element with property (P), and let I(k)v̂be the Lagrangian interpolant of v̂ 2 W k+1;p(ê) with polynomials of order k. Then for anymulti-index  with jj  k the estimatekD(v̂   I(k)v̂);Lp(ê)k  CjD v̂;W k+1 jj;p(ê)j (3.3)holds if and only if d = 2 or  62 f(k; 0; : : : ; 0); : : : ; (0; : : : ; 0; k)g or p > 2.Note that estimates as in (3.3), with a seminorm of D v̂ at the right hand side, arenecessary to get anisotropic estimates, see the introductory example in [1]. We remarkfurther, that (3.3) was proved in [16] in another way than we do here. The disadvantage ofthe approach in [16] is that m-th derivatives of v are required to be continuous, that meansa stronger assumption k + 1 m > n=p there. Finally, we mention that interpolation errorestimates for anisotropic elements were proved in [5] as well. These authors use similar ideason a less formal level than we do here. They followed their ideas only in the special cased = 2 and m = 1.Proof We proceed in analogy to the proof of Theorem 1 in [1], where jj = 1 is assumed.We use Lemma 3 of that paper with P = Pk, Q = Pk jj, that means, it remains to ndlinear functionals fi 2 (W k+1 jj;p(ê))0, i = 1; : : : ; J , J = dimPk jj = k jj+dd , with theproperties fi(DI(k)v̂) = fi(D v̂); i = 1; : : : ; J; for all v̂ 2 W k+1;p(ê); (3.4)if all fi; i = 1; : : : ; J; vanish on some q 2 Pk jj; then q = 0: (3.5)We will illustrate this choice in four typical examples, all other cases are then canonical.In all cases one can prove (3.4) owing to v̂(y) = I(k)v̂(y) in the nodal points. For the
3.2 Estimates on the reference element 15
0 11 1 y1y2
y3
Figure 3.2: Nodes for a cubic tetrahedral element.illustration we choose the reference tetrahedron ê with the vertices (0; 0; 0), (1; 0; 0), (0; 1; 0),and (1; 0; 1), and k = 3, see Figure 3.2. A cubic element is chosen because all four cases canbe explained only for k  3.(a) For  = (2; 0; 0) we have J = dimP1 = 4 and we choosefi(w) = y(i)1 + 13Zy(i)1 13+Z w(y1; y(i)2 ; y(i)3 ) dy1d; i = 1; : : : ; 4;with y(1) = (0; 0; 0), y(2) = (13 ; 0; 0), y(3) = (0; 13 ; 0), and y(4) = (13; 0; 13). Property (3.5) iseasily checked. Due to trace theorems we have jfi(w)j  Ckw;W 2;p(ê)k for any p  1, andall desired properties are proved.(b) For  = (1; 1; 0) we choosefi(w) = y(i)1 + 13Zy(i)1 y(i)2 + 13Zy(i)2 w(y1; y2; y(i)3 ) dy2dy1; i = 1; : : : ; 4;with y(i) as in (a) and proceed as above.(c) For  = (3; 0; 0) we have J = 1 and choosef(w) = 13Z0 13+Z 13+Z w(y1; 0; 0) dy1dd:The main dierence to (a) is that this functional is bounded in W 1;p(ê) only for p > 2.The proof of the reverse direction, namely that (3.3) does not hold for p  2, is carriedout by a slight modication of the counterexample in [1, page 283]; we have to use v"(y) =(1  minf1; " ln j ln(r=e)jg) y31, r = (y22 + y23)1=2.(d) For  = (2; 1; 0) we choosef(w) = 13Z0 13+Z 13Z0 w(y1; y2; 0) dy2dy1dand nd that this functional is bounded in W 1;p(ê) for all p  1. 2
16 3. ANISOTROPIC LOCAL INTERPOLATION ERROR ESTIMATES3.3 Coordinate transformationThe aim of this subsection is to investigate the transformation of estimate (3.3) from a nitenumber of reference elements ê to the element e. We recall that such a transformation canbe realized by x = F (y) = By + b (3.6)with B 2 IRdd, b 2 IRd, d = 2; 3, e = F (ê); y = (y1; : : : ; yd) is the coordinate system ofthe reference element ê, and x = (x1; : : : ; xd) is the system which our problem is consideredin (possibly adapted to the domain or data, but independent of the discretization). Forintermediate use we introduce another Cartesian coordinate system (x1;e; x2;e; x3;e) (relatedto the element e) such that (0; 0; 0) is a vertex of e, and the longest edge Ee is part of thex1;e-axis. In three dimensions we require additionally that the larger of the two faces of ewhich contain Ee, is part of the x1;e; x2;e-plane.We are now ready to formulate the three-dimensional equivalents of the maximal an-gle condition and the coordinate system condition, compare Subsection 3.1 for the two-dimensional ones.Maximal angle condition (3D): There is a constant  <  (independent of h and e 2Th) such that the maximal interior angle F;e of the four faces as well as the maximalangle E;e between two faces of any element e is bounded by  : F;e  ; E;e  :Coordinate system condition (3D): The transformation of the element related coor-dinate system (x1;e; x2;e; x3;e) into the discretization independent system (x1; x2; x3)can be determined as a translation and three rotations around the xj;e-axes by angles j;e (j = 1; 2; 3), wherej sin 1;ej  Ch3;e=h2;e; j sin 2;ej  Ch3;e=h1;e; j sin 3;ej  Ch2;e=h1;e: (3.7)These conditions yield properties of the transformation matrix B from (3.6) which aresucient for our anisotropic interpolation error estimates.Lemma 3.2 For each element e, one can choose a reference element with property (P) suchthat the elements of the matrix B satisfy the following relations.jbjij  C minfhj;e; hi;eg; j; i = 1; : : : ; d;b( 1)ji   C minfh 1j;e ; h 1i;e g; j; i = 1; : : : ; d;Here, bji are the elements of B, and b( 1)ji are those of B 1.In two dimensions the reference element can be chosen as usual, in three dimensions weuse two reference elements, see Figure 3.3. Note that anisotropic tetrahedra can have threeor four edges with length of order h1;e. They are mapped to ê1 and ê2, respectively. (In thecase of 5 edges with length of order h1;e either element can be used.) | The proof of thislemma is rather lengthy and technical and is omitted here. It can be found in [2].Theorem 3.3 Assume that the element e satises the maximal angle condition and thecoordinate system condition. Then for v 2 W k+1;p(e), I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) and m = 0; : : : ; k, theestimate jv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xjj=k+1 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp (3.8)holds, if d = 2 or m < k or p > 2.
3.4 Remarks 17
0 11 y1y2 ê 0 01 11 11 1y1 y1y2 y2y3 y3ê1 ê2Figure 3.3: Reference elements.Proof From Lemma 3.2 we obtain the relations @v@xi;e   C dXj=1minfh 1j;e ; h 1i;e g  @v̂@yj  ;  @v̂@yi   C dXj=1minfhj;e; hi;eg  @v@xj;e  ;and conclude (in multi-index notation)jDvj  C Xjj=jjh e jD v̂j; jD v̂j  Che Xjtj=jj jDtvj; jDv̂j  C Xjsj=jjhsejDsvj:These estimates and Theorem 3.1 implykD(v   I(k)h v);Lp(e)kp  Cmeas(e) Xjj=jjh pe kD(v̂   I(k)v̂);Lp(ê)kp Cmeas(e) Xjj=k+1 jj Xjj=jjh pe kD+ v̂;Lp(ê)kp C Xjj=k+1 jj Xjj=jjh pe Xjtj=jj Xjsj=jjhpe hspe kDs+tv;Lp(e)kp= C Xjtj=jj Xjsj=k+1 jj hspe kDs+tv;Lp(e)kp;and the theorem can be concluded by a summation over , jj = m. 23.4 RemarksIn this subsection, we shall shortly discuss the previous results in order to deepen theunderstanding of anisotropy.Remark 3.1 Similar to [16, Theorem 2.3] we can derive a weaker anisotropic interpolationerror estimate for the cases which are excluded in Theorem 3.3:Assume that the element e fullls the maximal angle condition and the coordinate systemcondition. Then for v 2 W k+2;p(e), I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) and m = 0; : : : ; k, the estimatejv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)jp  C Xk+1 mjjk+2 m hpe jDv;Wm;p(e)jp (3.9)holds for d = 2; 3 and any p  1.Remark 3.2 From our anisotropic error estimates we can easily derive estimates of theJamet type by using h3;e  h2;e  h1;e:
18 3. ANISOTROPIC LOCAL INTERPOLATION ERROR ESTIMATESAssume that the element e satises the maximal angle condition. Then for v 2 W k+1;p(e),I(k)h v 2 Pk(e) and m = 0; : : : ; k, the estimatejv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  Chk+1 m1;e jv;W k+1;p(e)j (3.10)holds, if d = 2 or m < k or p > 2. If v 2 W k+2;p(e) there holdsjv   I(k)h v;Wm;p(e)j  C k+2X`=k+1 h` m1;e jv;W `;p(e)j (3.11)for d = 2; 3, m = 0; : : : ; k, and any p  1.If we assumed the coordinate system condition the assertion follows immediately. Be-cause the seminorms remain equivalent during a rotation of the coordinate system, thecoordinate system condition can be omitted.We remark that partial cases of this statement were proved in [5, 16, 17, 18, 24] withoutknowing the anisotropic estimates. We point out in particular, that the assumptions hereare weaker than those in [16].Remark 3.3 If the maximal angle condition is not fullled, then Theorem 3.3 is not valid.To see this, consider in the two-dimensional case the triangle with the vertices (0; 0), (h1;e; 0),(12h1;e; h2;e), and compute both sides of the estimate for v = x21. This case leads immediatelyto the necessity of the maximal angle condition for the angles of the faces of a tetrahedron.Finally, an example where this condition is satised, but not the condition on the angles atthe edges, is the tetrahedron with the vertices (0; 0; 0), (h; 0; 0), (0; h; 0), and (13h; 13h; h)( > 1) together with the function v = x21. | For a discussion of the case p =1 see also[18, Examples 8, 9].Note that in the example above the maximal angle condition related to the triangularfaces is satised, but not for the angles at the edge. Also the converse can be true, see [18,Example 9]. That means, both conditions are independent.Remark 3.4 An uncontrolable growth of the interpolation error for degenerate elementsgives no information about the approximation error of the corresponding nite elementmethod. In the literature one can nd two examples where triangles with large angles areconsidered and the interpolation error in the W 1;2-norm grows to innity. But while in [5]the nite element error grows to innity as well, there is an example in [1] where a modiedinterpolate and thus the nite element solution converge.Remark 3.5 The coordinate system condition means a suitable alignment of the mesh.Though we have seen in Remark 3.4 that a condition which is necessary for a successfulinterpolation may not be necessary for a good nite element approximation, we nd incomputations that the Galerkin/Least-squares method looses stability if the mesh is notaligned suciently well. The example was a convection diusion equation in a square, withboundary conditions which produced an internal layer. Therefore the coordinate systemcondition should be treated carefully.Remark 3.6 One can easily prove an anisotropic version of the inverse inequality: Forv 2 Pk(e), k 2 IN arbitrary, and p 2 [1;1], the estimate @v@xi ;Lp(e)  Ch 1i;e kv;Lp(e)k; i = 1; : : : ; d; (3.12)
4. A STABILIZED GALERKIN METHOD 19holds if and only if the coordinate system condition is satised for the element e. Themaximal angle condition is not necessary.From this we can concludekv;Lp(e)k  C  dXi=1 h pi;e  @v@xi ;Lp(e)p!1=p (3.13)which is a slight improvement of the classical resultkv;Lp(e)k  Csh 1d;ejv;W 1;p(e)j (3.14)that holds without the coordinate system condition. Note that Cs = 0 if k = 1.4 A Stabilized Galerkin methodWe are now prepared to treat also second derivatives of the interpolation error on anisotropicmeshes. So we can consider the following Stabilized Galerkin method (also called unusualGalerkin/Least-squares method):Find Uh 2 Vh; such that BSG(Uh; vh) = LSG(vh) 8vh 2 Vh (SG)with BSG(u; v)  BG(u; v) Xe e(L"u;L"v)e;LSG(v)  LG(v) Xe e(f; L"v)e;and a set feg of non-negative numerical diusion parameters to be determined below. Werestrict our consideration (for simplicity only) to the case c(x)   > 0. Method (SG) withk = 1 and appropriately chosen e is in the two dimensional case equivalent to the Galerkinscheme using piecewise linear together with piecewise cubic functions (\bubbles") [12]. Thecounterpart of Theorem 2.1 for this Stabilized Galerkin method reads as follows.Theorem 4.1 Let assumptions (H.1), (H.2) as well ase  14 ; e"2C2Sh 2d;e  14 (4.1)be valid with CS = CS(k) from the inverse estimate (3.14), in particular CS(1) = 0. Thenthere exists one and only one solution of scheme (SG) on an arbitrary admissible meshsatisfying the maximal angle condition.Furthermore, we obtain with  := u  wh and arbitrary wh 2 Vhjjju  Uh jjj2  CXe "2j;W 1;2(e)j2 + k;L2(e)k2 + "2h2d;ek;L2(e)k2 : (4.2)Proof (i) First of all we nd from the inverse inequality (3.14) and the assumptions on theset feg that for vh 2 VhXe e(L"vh; L"vh)  2Xe e "4kvh;L2(e)k2 + 2kvh;L2(e)k2 2Xe e "4C2Sh 2d;ejvh;W 1;2(e)j2 + 2kvh;L2(e)k2 12 jjj vh jjj2: (4.3)
20 4. A STABILIZED GALERKIN METHODThe Vh-ellipticity with respect to jjj : jjj2  BG(:; :) follows then viaBSG(vh; vh) = jjj vh jjj2  Xe e(L"vh; L"vh)  12jjj vh jjj2: (4.4)The continuity of BSG and LSG on VhVh and Vh, respectively, is concluded from (4.3) andstandard inequalities:jBSG(uh; vh)j  "2juh;W 1;2(e)jjvh;W 1;2(e)j+ kuh;L2(e)kkvh;L2(e)k++Xe ekL"uh;L2(e)kkL"vh;L2(e)k  jjjuh jjj2 +Xe ekL"uh;L2(e)k2!1=2 jjj vh jjj2 +Xe ekL"vh;L2(e)k2!1=2 32 jjjuh jjjjjj vh jjj;jLSG(vh)j  kf ;L2(
)k24kvh;L2(
)k+  Xe e  ekL"vh;L2(e)k2!1=235 kf ;L2(
)k241 +  14  12!1=235 jjj vh jjj:This implies existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution Uh:(ii) We introduce the splittinge  u  Uh = (u  wh) + (wh   Uh)   + h (4.5)with an arbitrary wh 2 Vh. Using (4.3), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inverse inequal-ity and the Young inequality we derive12 jjjh jjj2  BSG(h; h) = BSG(e  ; h) =  BSG(; h)  jBSG(; h)j Xe (1  e); h)e + "2(r;rh)e + "2e(; h)e++e( "2; "2h)e + e(; "2h)e 18kh;L2(
)k2 + 2Xe (1  e)2k;L2(e)k2+18"2jh;W 1;2(
)j2 + 2"2j;W 1;2(
)j2+18kh;L2(
)k2 + 2Xe "42ek;L2(e)k2+"24 Xe "2eC2Sh 2d;ejh;W 1;2(e)dk2 +Xe "4ek;L2(e)dk2+"24 Xe "2eC2Sh 2d;ejh;W 1;2(e)j2 +Xe e2k;L2(e)dk2:This implies together with the assumptions on e that14 jjjh jjj2 Xe 94k;L2(e)k2 + 2"2j;W 1;2(e)j2 + 14C 2S "2h2d;e 214 + 1 k;L2(e)k2and together with the triangle inequality the assertion. 2
4. A STABILIZED GALERKIN METHOD 21Theorem 4.1 leads in the case of an isotropic mesh via standard interpolation errorestimates to"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 + ku  Uh;L2(
)k2  CXe h2k1;e "2 + h21;e ju;W k+1;2(e)j2: (4.6)The case k = 1, d = 2 was already treated in [12] with a dierent result, see the discussionbelow.Note that e can be chosen ase = 0 h2d;e"2 + h2d;e ; 0 2 h0; 14 minf1; C 2S gi (4.7)to satisfy condition (4.1).We consider now the case of a Shishkin type mesh. For simplicity only, we restrictourselves to the two dimensional situation with 
 = (0; 1)2:Theorem 4.2 Assume that the exact solution of (1.1), (1.2) with c(x)   in 
 = (0; 1)2satises the assumptions (2.8), (2.11), (2.24) and (2.26). Furthermore, consider a Shishkintype mesh constructed according to (2.32) with a  a0 "0 j log "j, a0  k + 12 and set e as in(4.7). Then the error of method (SG) satises"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 + ku  Uh;L2(
)k2  Ch2k "(ln 1" )2k + h2 : (4.8)Proof We insert the local interpolation error estimates of Theorem 3.3 into estimate (4.2).The remainder of the proof is in analogy to the proof of Theorem 2.8. 2The result is the same as for the Galerkin method but we have some freedom in the choiceof the set feg to minimize the error. To examine the inuence of this choice we calculatedthe test example of Section 2.4 with a = 2" log10 1" and 0 = 0:25; 0:125; 0:0625, and forcomparison 0 = 0:125. The results show in few cases with 0 =  0:0625 an improvementin comparison with the error of the pure Galerkin method, however only by less than 1%.The error is slightly increasing for higher and negative values of 0. This shows that theresolution of the layer with anisotropic meshes makes a stabilization superuous. One canwork with a pure Galerkin method.Finally, we will prove another error estimate for the special case k = 1. Here, theconsideration is simplied because the Laplacian of functions from the approximating spacevanishes. In the next theorem we will repeat a result of Franca and Farhat [12] and extendit to anisotropic meshes. In contrast to that paper we will formulate the proof in a way thatmotivates the choice of the parameters e.Theorem 4.3 In the isotropic case the error of the Stabilized Galerkin method (SG) satisesfor e = h2d;e"2 + h2d;e (4.9)the estimate"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 +Xe "2"2 + h2d;e ku  Uh;L2(e)k2  C"2h21;eju;W 2;2(
)j2: (4.10)Under the assumptions on the solution u and on the family of meshes Th as in Theorem 4.2,and using e from (4.9) the error estimate is improved to"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 +Xe "2"2 + h2d;eku  Uh;L2(e)k2  C"h2 ln 1"2 : (4.11)
22 5. MORE GENERAL DOMAINSProof We prove the second estimate because the rst one was already proved in [12]. Therst step is to transform the estimation of the nite element error to a general approximationproblem using some ideas from part (ii) of the proof of Theorem 4.1. But modications arenecessary because our nal choice (4.9) for e satises the assumption (4.1) only in theasymptotic range which is not interesting for practical calculations. That means we can notuse (4.4) in the error analysis. We derive onlyBSG(h; h)  2Xe  (1   e)k;L2(e)k2 + 12"2j;W 1;2(e)j2 + "42e1   e k;L2(e)k2! :This leads to the somewhat weaker L2-part in the error estimates (4.10) and (4.11) incomparison to (4.2) and (4.8): Using (4.5) we obtain"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 +Xe (1   e)ku  Uh;L2(e)k2 CXe  (1   e)k;L2(e)k2 + "2j;W 1;2(e)j2 + "42e1  e k;L2(e)k2!Inserting  = u  I(1)h u leads via Theorem 3.3 to the estimate"2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 +Xe (1   e)ku  Uh;L2(e)k2 CXe Xjj=1 Xjj=1 (1  e)h2(+)e + "2h2e + "42e1  e! kD+u;L2(e)k2:By considering the dierent cases 
i as in the proofs in Subsection 2.3 and using the as-sumptions on u, we obtain the following upper bound."2ju  Uh;W 1;2(
)j2 +Xe (1  e)ku  Uh;L2(e)k2 C"h2 ln 1"2maxe  (1   e)" 2h2d;e + 1 + "22e1  e h 2d;e! :Analyzing the expression in parentheses we nd that just the choice (4.9) for e leads to aupper bound which is bounded by a constant (independent of h and "). So we conclude theassertion (4.11).Finally we remark that this choice of e guarantees that (BSG(:; :))1=2 is a norm in Vhand, consequently, the existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution.Using the ideas of this proof for k  2 leads to a dierent choice of e, for which BSG(:; :)does not dene a scalar product in Vh. This is the reason why Theorem 4.3 is restricted tok = 1. 2In comparison to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we point out that the error estimate in Theorem4.3 is better with respect to the W 1;2-seminorm, but weaker with respect to the L2-norm.But asymptotically for h! 0 the factor in front of the L2-part tends also to , as in (4.6)and (4.8).5 More general domainsWe conjecture that the ideas of anisotropic mesh renement can be used for more generalpolygonal/polyhedral domains as well, for the following reasons.
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